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Routing Problems in Last-Mile Delivery Services

Claudia Archetti (archetti@essec.edu)

ESSEC Business School, Paris

E-commerce is experiencing an exponential growth in the last years. Recent statistics
have shown that, while the retail e-commerce sales were around 1 billion dollars in
2014, they are estimated to reach 5 billion dollars in 2021. While this represents a
huge business opportunity for companies in almost all �elds, it also raises dramatic
issues in terms of management of the operations related to satisfying customers' orders.
In particular, focusing on the last step of the supply chain, e-commerce explosion has
raised the footlights on last-mile delivery. From a scienti�c point of view, distribution
problems arising in last-mile delivery systems are variants of routing problems. In this
talk, some challenging routing problems arising in the context of last-mile delivery will
be presented, like routing problems with occasional drivers and problems with release
and due dates. We will focus on novel aspects of the context in which these problems
arise, which are typically characterized by a high degree of dynamism. We will also
overview other challenging applications related to the management of attended home
deliveries, which are still the most common delivery option for online orders. These
applications include time windows management and pricing of delivery options.
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Optimization Problems in Airport Baggage Handling

David Pisinger (dapi@dtu.dk)

DTU, Copenhagen

A smooth, reliable and timely baggage handling is one of the main success criteria for
airports. In this talk we give an overview of the baggage handling process, and discuss
various optimization problems, including: The chute allocation problem, the baggage
belt assignment problem, and the baggage transfer problem. The baggage transfer
problem has to assign the baggage from each arriving aircraft to an infeed area into the
airport infrastructure. The objective is to minimize the number of missed bags.
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Building bridges between Operations Research and
Data Science

Tullia Padellini (tullia.padellini@uniroma1.it)

Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

Despite the great deal overlap between Operational Research (OR) algorithms and
Data Science (DS) methods, the interaction between the two �elds is still limited. We
review some of the e�orts made to strengthen this connection, as well as the most
promising directions for joint research, providing a "glossary" of Data-Science terms
for the Operational Researcher. We show how common statistical notions such as
"Sparsity", "Robustness" or even "Signi�cance" can be formalized as Optimization
problems. As a practical example of the interplay between OR and DS, we focus on
the case of Sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (SCCA), a dimensionality reduction
method which allows to consider multiple sources of data simultaneously, while retaining
their dependency structure. We illustrate in detail a new �tting procedure for SSCA,
where the advances of MIO can be exploited in order to obtain an exact solution to a
problem which is only approximated in the DS literature.
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Disruptions in large container shipping networks: How
Operations Research can help to get container vessels

back on schedule and minimize impact on cargo

David Franz Koza (dakoz@dtu.dk), David Pisinger

DTU Management, Technical University of Denmark
Grzegorz Siekaniec, Emil Sokoler

A.P Møller - Mærsk A/S

In large liner shipping networks, several hundred container vessels operate 24/7,
following planned routes and timetables. These networks constantly face unexpected
disruptions of varying magnitude. Among the most common reasons are bad weather,
port congestions, labour strikes or equipment breakdowns at ports or on vessels. Dis-
ruptions may result in delayed vessels, temporarily disabled vessels, reduced port pro-
ductivity, and port closures. Due to the cargo-driven connectivity of liner shipping
networks, even a single delayed vessel can create ripple e�ects that a�ect multiple other
vessels. Resolving disruptions is a trade-o� between minimizing operational vessel costs
and port call costs on one side, and minimizing the impact on cargo, such as delays and
re-routings, on the other side. We present a model and solution method that generates
a set of recovery plans for the decision maker. We present preliminary results for test
cases that were developed together with our industrial collaborator Mærsk. We will fur-
ther discuss various challenges that arise in practice - such as incomplete information
and intangible costs - and how we deal with those.
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Optimal Dual Cycling Operations in Short-Sea RoRo
Terminals

Beizhen Jia (bj@m-tech.aau.dk)

Aalborg University, Copenhagen, Denmark

The fact that more and more cargo are transported through short sea shipping
requires terminals to handle cargo operations more e�ciently. Current loading and
unloading strategy is simply just empty all cargo and then �ll up the ship. Therefore,
the RoRo Dual Cycling Problem (RRDCP) is very interesting to look at. Given a Ro-
Ro ship, a set of cargo onboard to be discharged, a set of cargo on quay to be loaded
to certain position onboard, and precedence constraints among positions onboard, the
problem is to minimize the makespan.

We reformulated it as an m-parallel identical machine scheduling problem for unit
time jobs with precedence constrains. Therefore we believe it is NP-complete or still
open depending on the graph structure of the precedence. We have an IP formulation
of the problem and proposed also a greedy algorithm. The work is in progress.
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Constraint Programming and Local Search Heuristic:
A Matheuristic Approach for solving the Port

Scheduling Problem

David Sacramento Lechado (dsle@dtu.dk)

DTU Management, Technical University of Denmark

Maritime transportation is one of the most e�cient mode of transportation, carrying
out nowadays more than 90% in volume of the international trade. Large ports, such
as Rotterdam or Singapore, serve as hub ports in the transportation network, and
handle daily thousands of containers from many container vessels. To satisfy this dense
container tra�c within the port, several terminals are operative and distributed along
the port. However, the logistics and planning of operations within the port are di�erent
depending on the vessel size. Large container vessels tend to visit a single terminal,
whereas smaller container vessels, or feeder vessels, visit several terminals to handle all
containers from large vessels and ensure the transportation of all containers to their
�nal destination.

We present the Port Scheduling Problem, the problem of scheduling the operations
of feeder vessels in these multi-terminal ports. The resulting problem can be identi�ed
as a version of the General Shop Scheduling Problem. We present a compact Constraint
Programming (CP) formulation for the problem, and show that a CP solver can quickly
�nd high quality solution in relatively small computational times. Based on this, we
develop a matheuristic solution approach that combines the CP solver with a local
search heuristic. The solution approach bene�ts from the fast search capabilities of
local search heuristics to quickly explore the solution space using an Adaptive Large
Neighbourhood Search heuristic. During the search, we further use the CP model
as an intensi�cation technique, every time a new best known solution is found. The
incorporation of both solution methods can result in signi�cant bene�ts, lowering the
high instability in solution quality obtained by local search heuristics.
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A Mathematical Model and A Genetic Algorithm
based Matheuristic Algorithm for Train Platforming

Problem

Emine Akyol Özer (emineakyol@eskisehir.edu.tr)

Eskisehir Technical University, Turkey

In this study, train platforming problem for large and complex station topologies
is addressed. The detailed layout of the stations (number of lines, number of trusses,
number of platforms, etc.) and the planned arrival and departure times of the trains
are the parameters of this problem. A mathematical model is proposed to minimize the
weighted delays of trains arriving to and leaving the station. To best of our knowledge, it
is observed that there are no test problems for platform assignment problems. Therefore,
using the detailed layout of a large European station, test problems with di�erent
numbers of trains and di�erent planning ranges are generated with Excel VBA. Since
this problem is NP-di�cult, it is not possible to reach the optimal solution in large-scale
problems. Therefore, a mathematical model based genetic algorithm (matheuristic) is
developed. The proposed algorithm and the performance of the mathematical model
are compared by test problems. Another unique aspect of this study is the comparison
of optimization programs used in the solution phase of the problems. Mathematical
model and matheuristic algorithm will be solved by using both GAMS and Python -
Gurobi software. Therefore, the performances of these optimization software and the
models are compared.
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Full Decarbonisation of an Urban Public Transport
Bus System

Nathalie Frieÿ (nathalie.friess@uni-graz.at)

University of Graz, Austria

The expanding social and political trend towards sustainability is one of the main
drivers of the increasing adoption of battery electric propulsion systems. As public
transportation is particularly suitable for the deployment of electric propulsion systems,
the optimal design of electri�ed city bus networks has recently become a highly active
research topic. In this work, the full conversion of a public bus �eet to zero-emission
propulsion technologies is investigated. Based upon the current availability of technolo-
gies, opportunity charging, overnight charging and fuel cells are considered propulsion
concepts. Each technology option comes with a characteristic set of vehicle-relevant,
infrastructure-relevant, system-relevant and environmental impact-relevant parameters,
which ultimately a�ect the optimal technology choice. It is generally accepted that there
is no single best technology type, as the optimal choice highly depends on the individ-
ual topology and can even di�er among single bus lines. The goal of this work is to
identify a possible composition of technologies for a full conversion of a local bus �eet.
Speci�cally, an optimal technology decision for each bus line is sought. By minimizing
total cost of operation, vehicle and charging schedules as well as spatial distribution of
charging infrastructure are optimized.
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Combining Simulation and Optimization for Tra�c
Disturbance Recovery in a Busy Metro System

Marta Leonina Tessitore (marta.tessitore@uniroma3.it), M. Samà, A. D'Ariano

Roma Tre University
L. Hèlouet

INRIA Rennes, France

A safe, fast and energy e�cient metro system is one of the key elements for a sustain-
able city transport system. However, due to high frequency services, metro networks
are heavily a�ected by disturbances and disruptions which makes them particularly
sensitive to delay propagation. In the last years, Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are
attracting the interest of practitioners to help train dispatchers when managing tra�c
disturbances during operations with the aim to provide suitable control measures and
achieve more punctual and reliable travel options. In this work, we focus on how DSSs
are able to solve the real-time train rescheduling problem when applied to a busy metro
system.

The train scheduling problem has received considerable attention, however, the im-
plementation of such systems on real metro operations is still poor. Although several
approaches have been studied, it is still very di�cult to meet the required trade-o�
between the computational complexity and the solution quality desired. The use of
simulators is very scarce and even a possible application on the real �eld is in doubt.

The aim of this work is to analyze how automatic real-time rescheduling tools can
in�uence train performance when interfaced with a real-time metro service. To this
purpose, we create a tra�c control framework that compares optimization approaches
with rule-based ones by integrating AGLIBRARY, a state-of-the-art optimization solver
for scheduling problems modelled with the Alternative Graph, into SIMSTORS, a metro
system tra�c simulator based on an alternative form of Stochastic Petri Nets, used as
a surrogate for the real �eld.

The main idea is to compare the two systems analyzing their performance and to �nd
out if the use of the optimization algorithm in addition to the regulation techniques
allows to achieve better results. We test the impact of a tra�c control framework
based on a closed loop interaction between the rescheduling tool and the simulation
environment and we de�ne whether or not to apply periodical/event-based recovery
strategies and when it is the best moment to do it. For the former, AGLIBRARY
computes at regular times train path plans, based on the available information of the
tra�c situation, minimizing the maximum consecutive delay on the network. In order
to improve the performances, we study di�erent combination of parameters settings,
including how big the prediction horizon should be and how often and for how long the
optimization should run.

The recovery strategies are tested on the real test case of Santiago Metro Line 1,
in Chile. We perform simulation, optimization, and analysis on a set of perturbed
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scenarios, either lightly or heavily disturbed, and time periods, including peak or o�-
peak hours. The experiments quantify how the closed loop deals with non-modeled
train dynamics and the lack of information about the future. Results show that more
e�ective train path plans are obtained when using a combination of the two DSSs rather
than just the simulator in the con�guration of the rescheduling tool. This work will
certainly provide a signi�cant improvement in the reliability of metro operations and
a better passengers' satisfaction due to higher punctuality. This will clearly support a
much better image of the metro system and could stimulate a considerable modal shift
from individual car use to sustainable public transport modes, leading to a reduction
on road congestion, accidents and CO2 emissions.
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Petersen and Sylvester colorings of cubic graphs

Luca Ferrarini (luca.ferrarini1@hotmail.it)

University of Milano Bicocca / Pavia
Giuseppe Mazzuoccolo

University of Verona, Italy
Vahan Mkrtchyan

Gran Sasso Science Istitute, Italy

One of the main problems in graph theory is based on the edge-coloring of a graph.
A k-edge-coloring of a graph G is an assignment of a set of colors S = {1, 2, . . . k} to
the edges of G in such a way that no two adjacent edges have the same color. To this
end, we will present two important conjectures related to this frame, the well-known
Petersen coloring conjecture stated by F. Jaeger [6] and the Sylvester coloring conjecture
introduced by V. Mkrtchyan in the paper [2]. Let us denote by P the Petersen graph and
S12 the Sylvester graph with 12 vertices (see [2],[4]). The idea behind these conjectures
is that we use as a set of colors the edges of the Petersen graph and the Sylvester graph
S12, respectively, such that we can preserve the adjacency of the edges of P and S12.
Clearly, since these two graphs are cubic, we will treat only graphs that are 3-regular.
In the speci�c case, we give the complete statements for these conjectures in order to
characterize exactly which type of cubic graphs can admit these colorings. The P -
coloring conjecture asserts that every bridgeless cubic graph admits as colors the edges
of P in such a way that every triple of adjacent edges of G is mapped into a triple of
adjacent edges in P . With the same meaning of coloring the edges, the S12-coloring
conjecture is formulated for cubic graphs with a perfect matching. In particular, it
can be shown that if the �rst conjecture were true it would imply other two important
conjectures, the Cycle double cover conjecture and the Berge-Fulkerson conjecture (see
[1],[4]). F. Jaeger proposed an equivalent version of a Petersen coloring in terms of the
so-called normal 5-edge-coloring. Every edge in a normally colored graph is normal,
i.e. it uses together with its four neighbours either only three colors or all �ve colors.
Notice that the S12-conjecture and the P -conjecture are trivially true for cubic graphs
that are 3-edge-colorable, which are the vast majority among all cubic graphs. The rest
of the cubic graphs that are not 3-edge-colorable is called the class of Snarks. Even
though the properties and structure of this class of graphs have been studied a lot, they
are very rare among the cubic graphs. We recall that the Petersen graph is the smallest
snark, there are no smaller snarks. The two new results obtained are:

• Any cubic graph G with a perfect matching has a coloring with edges of Sylvester
graph S12 such that at least 12/17 of vertices of G meet the conditions of S12-
coloring conjecture.

• A family of Loupekhine snarks admits a Petersen coloring, or equivalently, a
normal 5-edge-coloring.
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Heuristic Algorithms for the Wind Farm Cable
Routing Problem

Davide Cazzaro (davide.cazzaro.93@gmail.com)

Vattenfall BA Wind, Denmark

The Wind Farm Cable Routing problem has a key role in o�shore wind farm design.
Given the positions of turbines and substation in a wind farm, and a set of electrical
cables, the task is to minimize the cost of the connecting cables that are needed to
transfer the power produced by the turbines to the substation, with the hard constraint
that crossing cables are not allowed. In literature, this problem has been solved with
MIP models. Can we found a good solutions using heuristic techniques instead? Which
one performs best? We implement and test �ve di�erent metaheuristic schemes for
this problem: Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, Variable Neighborhood Search, Ant
Colony Optimization, and a Genetic Algorithm. We also propose a new construction
heuristic, called Sweep, that typically �nds an initial high-quality solution in a very
short computing time. We compare the performance of our heuristics on two datasets:
one contains instances from the literature and is used to tune our codes, while the
second is a large new set of realistic instances used as a test set. Some of the heuristics
we tested reach solutions that are very close to the optimal ones, within a much shorter
time span.
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A two-stage stochastic MILP model for Generation
and Transmission Expansion Planning with High

Shares of Renewables

Giovanni Micheli (giovanni.micheli@unibg.it), Maria Teresa Vespucci

Department of Management, Information and production Engineering, University of Bergamo, Italy
Marco Stabile, Cinzia Puglisi

CESI, Milano, Italy
Andres Ramos

Instituto de Investigaciòn Tecnològica, ICAI, Universidad Ponti�cia Comillas, Madrid, Spain

This paper is concerned with generation and transmission expansion planning of
large-scale energy systems with high penetration of renewable energy sources. Since
expansion plans are usually provided for a long-term planning horizon, the system con-
ditions are generally uncertain at the time the expansion plans are decided. In order to
deal with the high uncertainty, in this work we consider di�erent scenarios for thermal
units marginal costs and we de�ne capacity expansion decisions by means of a two-
stage stochastic programming model that aims at minimizing the sum of investment,
decommissioning and �xed costs and expected value of operational costs. To be compu-
tationally tractable most of the existing expansion planning models employ a low level
of temporal and technical detail. However, this approach is no more an appropriate
approximation for power systems analysis, since it does not allow to accurately study
all the challenges related to integrating high shares of intermittent energy sources, un-
derestimating the need for �exible resources and the expected costs. In order to provide
more accurate expansion plans for power systems with large penetration of renewables,
in our analysis we consider a high level of temporal detail and we include unit com-
mitment constraints on a plant-by-plant level into the expansion planning framework.
To maintain the problem computationally tractable, we use representative days and
we implement a multi-cut Benders decomposition algorithm, decomposing the original
problem both by year and by scenario. Results obtained with our methodology in the
Italian energy system under a 21-years planning horizon show how the proposed model
can o�er a professional guidance and support in strategic decision to the di�erent actors
involved in electricity transmission and generation.
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Machine Learning algorithms for predicting donor
responses to direct marketing campaigns

Davide Cacciarelli (d.cacciarelli@gmail.com), Marco Boresta

Dept. of Computer, Control and Management Engineering, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy

Direct marketing campaigns are one of the main fundraising sources for Non-pro�t
Organizations and their e�ectiveness is crucial for the sustainability of the Organiza-
tions. The response rate of these campaigns is the result of the complex interaction
between several factors, such as the theme of the campaign, the month in which the
campaign is launched, the history of the past donations of the potential donor and
many other variables. This work, applied on a relevant amount of data gathered from
the WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature) Italian Marketing Department, undertakes
di�erent Data Mining approaches in order to classify donors and non-donors, thus per-
mitting to optimize the target selection for future campaigns, reducing its overall costs.
The main challenge of this research is the presence of thoroughly imbalanced classes,
given the low percentage of responses on the total items sent. Di�erent techniques that
tackle this problem have been applied, and their e�ectiveness in avoiding a biased clas-
si�cation in favour of the most populated class will be highlighted. Finally, this work
shows and compares the classi�cation results obtained with decision trees, sampling
techniques (under-sampling/over-sampling) and ensemble methods (bagging, boosting,
random forest).
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Exact, Heuristic and Machine Learning Approaches to
The Probabilistic Travelling Salesman Problem with

Crowdsourcing

Alberto Santini (alberto.santini@upf.edu)

Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract. Variants of the Travelling Salesman Problems (TSP) which don't require
to visit all customers have been studied extensively (e.g., the Orienteering Problem and
the Stochastic TSP). In this presentation we give a characterisation of these variants
in terms of the decision power attributed to the tour planner, show that only the two
extreme cases - no power, complete power - have been studied in detail, and propose an
intermediate problem motivated by a real-life case: crowdsourcing of last-mile delivery
to customers. Given the complexity of the problem, which requires the solution of an
exponential number of NP-complete sub-problems (!!!) we propose heuristic approaches,
some of which use machine learning techniques.
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REMIND - Reverse Manufacturing Innovation
Decision Systems

Diego Maria Pinto (pinto@diag.uniroma1.it)
Institute of Systems Analysis and Computer Science, National Research Council of Italy (CNR) and

University of Rome La Sapienza, Via Ariosto 25, Rome, Italy
Giuseppe Stecca

Institute of Systems Analysis and Computer Science, National Research Council of Italy (CNR)

The last decade faced a new approach of applying advanced information systems and
digital technologies to traditional manufacturing processes. Meanwhile, a growing in-
terest in production sustainability, natural resources consumption, pollution, recycling
and waste management has been also spreading between political decision makers. At
the heart of this scenario are both smart facilities, where data �ows steadily between
well-connected production stages, and the opportunity of using that information to bet-
ter support waste management while reducing its cost. The circular economy includes
not only products, but also infrastructure, equipment and services within every industry
sector. Therefore, logistic companies can enable connections to a circular economy by
providing customers incentives to reduce costs through shipment and route optimiza-
tion, waste pick-up scheduling and much more. The REMIND project arises in this
scenario. Because circular economy imposes a new view of operations with the aim of
zero waste, in order to obtain this result it is critical to adopt an holistic approach and
to optimize every step of the production and logistics processes. In this project these
targets are achieved by the development of an integrated decision system that is fueled
by data and supported by analysis techniques such as machine learning and decision
models like those arising in the operations research framework. This work investigates
the operations of a logistic and waste recycling center where materials are collected
by the company trucks �eet and then separated in order to be converted in secondary
raw materials. The activity is characterized by low margins, uncertainties in supplies,
and di�culties to track both materials and trucks �ows. In these settings, the aim of
our work is to develop three models that would be working in an integrated manner.
Indeed, just like in the circular economy closed loop where all waste should feed an-
other process, in the presented framework each model output become an input of the
following model. A mixed integer programming model is used to schedule the selection
operations of a two-phase waste selection process, while a pick-up and delivery routing
model supports the logistic operations. In the end, a machine learning model performs
customer pro�tability analysis once both logistic and selection costs have been �rst op-
timized and then allocated to each served customer. Managers or decision makers can
use those outcomes to substantiate management decisions, such as reduce costs for loss
making customers or to increase service level in pro�table locations.
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Filtering with a Gaussian kernel for the gradient
estimation of a noisy function

Marco Boresta (boresta@diag.uniroma1), Tommaso Colombo, Alberto De Santis,
Stefano Lucidi

Sapienza University of Rome, Dept. of Computer Science, Automation and Management Engineering

Many methods exist for approximating the gradient of a function using only function
values, when no derivative information is available. The performances of the methods
become crucial when the function evaluations are expensive, and when the objective
function is computed with some kind of noise.

We propose a new method, where we �lter the function with a gaussian kernel before
computing the gradient approximation. Generally speaking, the methods di�er in the
number of function evaluations that are necessary for the approximation, in the way
the points where the function needs to be evaluated are chosen, and in the formula
that is used to compute the gradient estimation. Among the most famous methods
in literature we �nd the Standard Finite Di�erences, method that requires the least
number of function evaluations compared to the others, that has the best performances
when there is no noise but that su�ers in the presence of noise; the Gaussian Smoothing
method, where the points where the function is sampled are chosen on directions that
are randomly generated. This method requires a higher number of function evaluations
in respect to the SFD but performs better in presence of noise. We tested our proposed
method on the 69 functions from the Schittowski test set, comparing our gradient
approximations with those of the aforementioned methods.

The results are promising, since we obtain the smallest error in the presence of
noise using the same number of function evaluation of the other methods, and an error
comparable to that of the Gaussian Smoothing in absence of noise.
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Giusy Macrina , Crowd-shipping with time windows and transshipment nodes
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Crowd-shipping with time windows and
transshipment nodes

Giusy Macrina (giusy.macrina@unical.it)

University of Calabria, Italy

Crowd-shipping is a delivery policy in which, in addition to standard vehicle routing
practices, ordinary people accept to deviate from their route to deliver items to other
people, for a small compensation. In this work, we consider a variant of the prob-
lem by taking into account the presence of intermediate depots in the service network.
The occasional drivers can decide to serve some customers by picking up the parcels
either from the central depot or from an intermediate one. The objective is to mini-
mize the total cost that is, the conventional vehicle cost, plus the occasional drivers'
compensation. We formulate the problem and present a variable neighborhood search
heuristic. A computational analysis is carried out with the aim of gaining insights into
the behaviour of both conventional vehicles and occasional drivers, and of analyzing
the performance of our methodology in terms of e�ectiveness and e�ciency.
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Food Delivery and Last-Mile Optimization:
Improving the QoS allowing bundles

Matteo Cosmi (cosmi@ing.uniroma3.it), Gaia Nicosia

Università di Roma Tre, Italy
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We consider a problem motivated by pick-up and delivery of meals for the customers
of a food company. Clients place a number of meal orders: A delivery location and a
feasible delivery-time window are associated to each order and equal amount of time
is allotted for each time window. Food is prepared in a single facility (restaurant) and
delivered by a single courier who may dispatch at most two di�erent orders in a single
trip. An order is "on time" when it is delivered within its given time window: The
company is clearly interested in scheduling orders so that the number of those on time
is maximized - as late deliveries correspond to an economic loss. The decision problem
arising in this setting is modeled as a special single machine scheduling problem (which
also �nds obvious applications in manufacturing and logistics). We prove its hardness,
propose four di�erent ILP models and an exact algorithm based on a branch and bound
and di�erent lower bounds. The performance of the enumeration scheme is assessed
through a computational study on a set of test instances derived by our real-world
application.
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A new business model to deal with the last stage of the supply chain, where a parcel
is delivered to the �nal consumer (last-mile delivery), is to supplement a professional
delivery �eet partially or fully with crowdshipping, i.e. to invite in-store customers to
deliver packages with items bought on-line by other customers who live on their route.
In return casual couriers are o�ered a small compensation. This model refers mostly
to same-day delivery, so delivery performed by casual couriers (CC) and a professional
�eet (PF) can be combined in the following way: if some packages remain not assigned
to CCs, they are delivered by the PF. A company's objective is to minimize the total
delivery cost, i.e. the cost associated with performing delivery with the PF and the
compensation paid to the CCs. In result, the total delivery costs can be reduced thanks
to the drop of the total number of vehicles used by the PF and/or the mileage driven
by them. Although this is an area yet to be explored, some problem variants have
been addressed as matching and vehicle routing problems, among others by Agatz et
al. (2011), Archetti et al. (2016), Arslan et al. (2016), Ka�e et al. (2017), Dayarian
and Martin (2017) and Gdowska et al. (2018).

As the key to successful crowdshipping are adequate compensation schemes, in this
paper di�erent compensation schemes for CCs are tested with a simulation model taking
into account the dynamics involved in the delivery process. Similarly to the current
models for vehicle routing problem with crowdshipping here is considered that each
casual courier is allowed to deliver at most one package. In contrary to these models,
here it is taken into account that (i) there are no guarantees that a CC will accept the
task proposed; (ii) it is likely that the probability of accepting a task increases with
the amount o�ered; (iii) the optimum amount that should be o�ered for a given task
depends on the costs incurred by the company, and hence depends also on the current
solution.

As a point of reference for this work the integer programming model for the Vehicle
Routing Problem with Occasional Drivers (VRPOD) presented in Archetti et al. (2016)
is adopted. In that work, a static compensation scheme with predetermined values is
used, taking as granted that a CC will deliver any task assigned. Instead, here it is
considered that each CC is an independent agent, who will accept a given delivery with
some probability based on its own destination, on the customer's location, and on the
compensation amount.

The main contribution of the paper is the research on di�erent compensation schemes
for LMD system with crowdshipping. The goal is to in�uence a potential CC to accept
delivery tasks to particular locations because of the value of the o�ered compensation
fee that, in turn, a�ected the total cost savings. In the paper preliminary results, based
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on small instances adapted from the literature, are reported and analyzed. As real-
world data is not currently available, our purpose is to illustrate the feasibility of the
approach and to identify potential bottlenecks, as well as highlight di�culties that may
arise in terms of data collection and designing the future research.
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The Transshipment Location-Allocation Problem consists of locating transshipment
facilities (e.g., inter-modal hubs) of a transportation network and allocating freight �ows
through them, from several origins to several destinations, in order to satisfy demand
and supply constraints. The objective is to maximize the total net transportation
utility given by the total shipping utility minus the total cost to locate the facilities.
However, to consider �exible and reliable networks within the most advanced synchro-
modal supply-chains [1], �ow synchronization at facilities must be ensured to deal with
a large set of unknown events (lateness of transportation, slow execution of handling
operations, service interruptions, etc.) that could a�ect the e�ciency of the trans-
shipment facilities. Hence, we introduce a stochastic and multi-period variant of the
Transshipment Location-Allocation Problem in which uncertainty of facility capacity
and handling utility are both considered [2]. We propose a two-stage Stochastic Pro-
gramming (SP) formulation with recourse and calculate several standard SP measures
(VSS, EVPI, LUSS, LUDS) to derive managerial insights on the importance to ad-
dress uncertainty for the Transhipment Location-Allocation problem. Finally, given
the computational burden to solve exactly this model with commercial solvers, we pro-
pose several heuristics based on Progressive Hedging (PH) and test their performance
in terms of computation time and accuracy. The proposed PH variants not only re-
sult e�ective and e�cient in solving our speci�c problem, but they are also su�ciently
general to be used for other stochastic programming models with similar combinatorial
structures.
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In this work, a mathematical formulation and a heuristic algorithm for the Multi-
Attribute Inventory Routing Problem (MAIRP) are proposed. The problem is de�ned
on a logistic network in which a vendor has to deliver di�erent classes of products from
di�erent origins (a set of depots) to a set of customers with a heterogeneous �eet of
vehicles, while limiting the time duration of routes. The objective of the problem is
to jointly minimize depots and customers inventory costs and the transportation cost,
while satisfying customers' demands and avoiding stock-out. The MAIRP is a NP-hard
problem more complex than the classical Inventory Routing Problem (IRP). Never-
theless, it captures several of features that can be found in real applications of the
vendor-managed inventory setting present in IRPs. We introduce a hybrid algorithm to
solve it, in which several Mixed Integer Programming models based on route variables
are solved to explore the neighborhoods of a Variable Neighborhood Search scheme
applied to the MAIRP. Neighborhoods' exploration is embedded into a branch-and-cut
algorithm working on a small portion of the whole search space. The algorithm alter-
nates the two phases related to the local search and the branch-and-cut by considering a
series of rules. The impact is to accelerate the resolution process with respect to other
approaches used for the MIP standalone. We design several neighborhoods that are
based on the features of the problem, and we present computational results on di�erent
classes of ad hoc and benchmark instances.
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The Price of Anarchy is a measure of how much, in a congested network, sel�sh
routing can be ine�cient with respect to the social optimum. Recent literature suggests
that in many cases, in light or heavy tra�c condition, sel�sh routing tends to be e�cient.

In this work, we study the Price of Anarchy as a function of the tra�c in�ow,
considering its behaviour for intermediate amounts of tra�c, between zero and in�nity.
We will present many results concerning: general networks with smooth increasing
cost function, general networks with a�ne cost functions and parallel networks with
polynomial cost functions.
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We consider a number of scheduling problems in which a set of already sequenced
jobs is given. However, there is the need to readjust the schedule in order to improve
the objective function value. This may happen if there are changes in the data values
due to disruptions and/or breakdowns or if, between two stages of a production system,
one of the two stages imposes its own ideal schedule on the other and hence the other
stage has to optimize its own schedule. More precisely, we address single-machine
scheduling problems where we need to modify a given solution by re-sequencing jobs
with constraints on the type of allowed job shifts: (a) jobs can only be postponed and
(b) when jobs are picked up from the initial sequence, they are put into a stack of
given �nite capacity before being reinserted in their new positions. However, the last
extracted job is the only one that can be reinserted (Last-In-First-Out constraint). For
the new job sequence to be determined we consider the minimization of three objective
functions, total completion time, maximum lateness and number of tardy jobs, and
present polynomial-time optimization algorithms based on dynamic programming.
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1 Introduction and Problem De�nition

Workforce planning and scheduling problems mainly focus on the design of teams or
on creating daily plans. However, recent studies raise a need for a broader view when
building employees' daily schedules, for example when resource or temporal constraints
link tasks (see e.g. [3]). Scheduling the tasks on each day independently is no longer
enough to ensure that the resulting plan o�ers an optimal trade-o� between service
quality and costs. We believe that planning at a tactical level the tasks to be performed
by a team of employees before building their daily schedules can help to handle more
complexity and save costs. We focus on an industrial problem of scheduling cleaning
tasks with frequency constraints for a mobile workforce. Such problems have not been
studied much in the literature, and usually with signi�cant restrictions (see e.g. [2]).
In the Mobile Workforce Tactical Scheduling Problem with Frequency Constraints, we
seek to determine a plan on several weeks which de�nes who will perform which task on
which day. All the required tasks must be scheduled while balancing between service
quality and costs. As the workforce is mobile, the tactical plan must take traveling
distances into account to obtain e�cient daily routes at the operational level.

2 Solution Approach, Results and Perspectives

Our approach adapts the iterative heuristic proposed in [1] such that an IP model is
used in each iteration to build an optimal tactical plan with frequent tasks. Then, the
daily routes of each employee are optimized by an assignment heuristic and improved by
local search when needed. The routing heuristics were developed by DecisionBrain. The
quality measures of the optimized routes are used to improve the tactical plan in the
next iteration. The iterative approach proposes plans that better satisfy the frequency
constraints on realsize instances. The trade-o� between the satisfaction of frequency
constraints and the subcontracting and traveling costs is interesting to consider for
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planners. Our approach �nds solutions faster than when directly determining the daily
routes under more complex constraints.We will next consider di�erent skills and also
study the robustness of the plan regarding disruptions.
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Product choice when consumers engage in social learning has signi�cant implications
on learning outcomes and on the information accumulation rate. In many practical
settings, consumers have a choice on which product to buy, if any, among several possible
alternatives. The quality of these products may be unknown to consumers, but online
platforms provide product reviews so that, as time goes by, customers accumulate
information about the products' quality. This paper studies a model where consumers
estimate the quality of products from online binary product reviews (like/dislike), and
subsequently make a choice among competing alternatives using a multinomial logit
model. The consumer learning model is naïve, i.e., consumers take the ratio of likes
over the total number of reviews as a proxy for quality.

We explore the impact of choice on the learning outcome, and show that consumers
correctly learn the ranking of the product qualities, but not the actual quality vector,
and provide the conditions that allow consumers to get arbitrarily close to the truth.
Using a large market (�uid model) approximation, we study how choice and product
parameters a�ect learning speed and derive some intuition on the primitives that matter
the most.

Finally, we address the following platform control problem: assuming that con-
sumers incur search costs that are increasing in the ordering in which products are
displayed, what is the ordering policy that the (uniformed) platform should use to
speed up learning and/or purchases? Assuming that the platform receives a constant
payment from every purchase and that wants to maximize cumulative revenues over a
�nite selling horizon, we investigate the optimal ranking policy for the platform and its
interplay with the learning transients of consumers.
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